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Installation view of "Spectra Vision" at Hidari Zingaro. Courtesy Hidari Zingaro Berlin 

 

BERLIN — For the fifth exhibition at the Berlin outpost of Takashi Murakami’s Hidari Zingaro 
gallery, the Japanese artist invited Anselm Reyle to curate an exhibition of young artists from the 
region. The resulting show, “Spectra Vision,” features three of Reyle’s students from the 
Academy of Fine Arts Hamburg, where the painter and sculptor has taught since 2006 — Lukasz 
Furs, J.E. Oldendorf, and Aleen Solari — as well three from classes of his peers,  Mike Ruiz, 
Jaakko Pallasvuo, and Oka Hungerbühler. BLOUIN ARTINFO caught up with Reyle to talk 
about the show, methods of drawing borders between curation and practice, and generation gaps 
in representation. 
 
How did this collaboration with Takashi Murakami come about? Had you worked with 
each other previously? 
 
Takashi has been collecting my work for several years. We’ve had an intensive exchange, with 
studio and exhibition visits, since 2008. Last year I also had a solo exhibition at his Kaikai Kiki 
Gallery in Taipei. Through this contact and through his Berlin visits, Takashi had the idea of 
opening a gallery in Berlin. There is currently an exhibition there that I curated, called “Spectra 
Vision,” which will then go to Tokyo in a modified form. 
 
To what extent would you consider curating and teaching as an extension of your artistic 
practice? 



I don’t see curating or teaching directly as artistic work. However, there are areas where the 
boundaries are fluid, and in certain cases a curator makes decisions that go beyond an otherwise 
neutral presentation. That applies, for example, to the room with the work of Lukasz Furs and 
Mike Ruiz. Lukasz had planned to show a sculpture made of computer casings and a wallpaper 
with a pattern of computer circuit boards in black light. I found it interesting to also hang the 
conceptual paintings by Mike Ruiz there, in which software plays an important role, and to light it 
with museum spots, as one would with copper engravings. I think it’s a daring installation, yet it’s 
a combination that makes sense, in which the works are ultimately not altered or falsified. 

Could you elaborate on your curatorial agenda for “Spectra Vision”? 

There was no specific theme for the exhibition – I simply selected artists whose work I find 
engaging and interesting. Only in retrospect did the commonalities become clear, such as the 
performative nature of some works, which is apparent in very different ways. In Aleen Solari’s 
work in the form of a tableau vivant, performers have an integral part. They behave 
inconspicuously in principle, but later various elements recall their previous presence like relics. 
J.E. Oldendorf’s paintings on view in the exhibition were created as in a kind of massive action 
painting – he took blank canvases and mingled with visitors at the Holi festival in Vrindavan, 
India. This way of questioning the painterly position, with a conceptual rather than traditional 
approach, is also a common feature in a number of the works that are shown. 

Three of the artists on view are your students. How did you come across the other three? 

My professorship brings me into contact with plenty of young art, and that is one of the most 
exciting things about this job. Of course, I’m just as interested in what happens outside of the 
university in Hamburg. That’s how I became aware of Okka Hungerbühler, for example, whose 
work I discovered at the last annual exhibition at the UdK in Berlin, from the class of Thomas 
Zipp. I found it amazing how the sculptures immediately establish a personal relationship with the 
viewer. They have something touching, which is underscored by the fact that some of them move 
and focus on the viewer. The safe, neutral position of the viewer is thereby rescinded. Mike Ruiz 
is an artist who runs the Future Gallery in Berlin and mainly shows art there which has to do with 
new media. This applies to his own work and also to that of Jaakko Pallasvuo, who had a solo 
exhibition there at beginning of the year entitled “Nu Painting”. Paintings are created on a 
computer screen and then later materialized. 

I read that many of the students irritated you by the “newness” in their work. Could you 
explain that a bit further? 

When Takashi asked me if I would like to curate an exhibition of young artists at Hidari Zingaro 
in Berlin, I felt the need to show something new. Not in the sense of “completely new,” of course, 
but all of the works have elements, relationships, and ways of thinking that are quite different 
from the art of my generation and which I had not previously known in such a way. Many of the 
artists work with digital media, for example, and some of them put this into an exciting relation 
with archaic, often traditional or roughly handmade, elements. The majority of the artists also 
work with performance. Furthermore, increasing globalization, which today is taken for granted, 
and its impacts on contemporary artistic practice are addressed at various points in the exhibition. 

“Spectra Vision” is on view through June 20 at Hidari Zingaro Berlin with a special evening of 
performances taking place on June 7. It will also travel to Tokyo later this year. 
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